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In recent years, weak lensing of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) has emerged as a powerful
tool to probe fundamental physics, such as neutrino masses, primordial non-Gaussianity, dark energy, and
modified gravity. The prime target of CMB lensing surveys is the lensing potential, which is reconstructed
from the observed CMB temperature T and polarization E and B fields. Until very recently, this
reconstruction has been performed with quadratic estimators (QEs), which, although known to be
suboptimal for high-sensitivity experiments, are numerically efficient and useful to make forecasts and
cross-check the results of more sophisticated likelihood-based methods. It is expected that ongoing and
near-future CMB experiments, such as AdvACT, SPT-3G, and the Simons Observatory (SO), will also rely
on QEs. In this work, we review different QEs and clarify and quantify their differences. In particular, we
show that the Hu-Okamoto (HO02) estimator is not the absolute optimal lensing estimator that can be
constructed out of quadratic combinations of T, E, and B fields. Instead, we derive the global-minimum-
variance (GMV) lensing quadratic estimator. Although this estimator can be found elsewhere in the
literature, it was erroneously described as equivalent to the HO02 estimator and has never been used in real
data analyses. Here, we show explicitly that the HO02 estimator is suboptimal to the GMVestimator, with a
reconstruction noise larger by up to ∼9% for a SO-like experiment. We further show that the QE used in the
Planck and recent SPT lensing analysis are suboptimal to both the HO02 and GMV estimator and would
have a reconstruction noise up to ∼11% larger than that of the GMVestimator for a SO-like experiment. In
addition to clarifying differences between different QEs, this work should thus provide motivation to
implement the GMV estimator in future lensing analyses relying on QEs.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.103.083524

I. INTRODUCTION

Weak gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) arises from the deflection of CMB
photons as they travel to us from the last scattering surface,
through the inhomogeneous universe [1]; see, e.g., Ref. [2]
for a review. The deflection angle is proportional to the
gradient of the lensing potential ϕ, which is determined by
the projected mass distribution along the line of sight.
Reconstructing ϕ is therefore a powerful cosmological tool,
as it gives direct access to the projected distribution of the
totalmatter—baryonic and dark—without relying on biased

tracers [3]. Among other applications, the power spectrum of
the lensing potential and its cross-correlation with other
tracers of large-scale structure are a sensitive probe of the
growth of matter fluctuations, primordial non-Gaussianity,
neutrino masses, dark energy, and modified gravity
[2,4,5]. CMB lensing has been successfully measured by
ACT, SPT, Planck, BICEP, and POLARBEAR [6–17].
Current and upcoming wide-field CMB experiments such
as AdvACT [18], SPT-3G [19], and the Simons Observatory
(SO) [20] will measure the lensing potential with an even
higher signal-to-noise ratio. Looking ahead, next-generation
“Stage-4” instrumental concepts with unprecedented depth
and angular resolution are currently under development [21],
with CMB lensing as one of their main science goals [22].*abhishek.maniyar@nyu.edu
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One of the main signatures of weak lensing is the
induced correlations between unequal Fourier modes of
the CMB temperature and polarization fields. It is there-
fore natural to seek to estimate ϕ out of linear combi-
nations of terms quadratic in different modes of the
observed fields [23,24]; indeed, almost all CMB lensing
analyses thus far have relied on such quadratic estimators.
For the next-generation Stage-4-like CMB experiments
(CMBS4), quadratic estimators are known to be subopti-
mal, especially for polarization [25]. More elaborate
algorithms are being developed, such as the gradient-
inversion method [26] or likelihood-based methods
[25,27–29]. Meanwhile, quadratic estimators remain the
workhorse tool for current and near-future CMB experi-
ments like AdvACT, SPT-3G, and SO. They have the
advantages of being very simple to implement and
computationally efficient and will serve as useful cross-
checks even when more accurate and computationally
demanding methods are employed with future data.
The main goal of this paper is to clarify and quantify the

differences between several quadratic estimators com-
monly used for CMB lensing reconstruction. Our most
important point is that the well-known Hu and Okamoto
[30] (HO02) estimator is not the optimal quadratic esti-
mator that can be constructed from temperature and
polarization maps, even if generalized to the full sky and
even when using nonperturbative response functions
[31,32]. Instead, we derive the global-minimum-variance
(GMV) quadratic estimator built out of all possible quad-
ratic combinations of T, E, and B. The GMVestimator was,
in fact, first derived in Hirata and Seljak [25], as the weak-
signal limit of their likelihood-based method. Nevertheless,
it was stated there and in subsequent works that this
estimator is equivalent to that of HO02. We explicitly
show that this is not the case and that the reconstruction
noise of the GMV estimator can be up to ∼9% lower than
that of the HO02 estimator on large angular scales. We also
generalize it to be accurately unbiased accounting for
higher-order lensing effects. Furthermore, we show that
the quadratic estimator used in the Planck Collaboration
[9,10] and SPT Collaboration [13] lensing analyses,
obtained by neglecting CTE

l in the inverse filter matrix,
is suboptimal to both the GMVand HO02 estimators. For a
SO-like experiment, this suboptimal estimator is up to
∼11% noisier than the GMV estimator. This may motivate
implementing the GMV estimator in future analyses,
despite the possible added complexity of jointly filtering
temperature and polarization maps.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

After introducing our notation and convention in Sec. II, we
review the HO02 estimator and its close cousin, the
Okamoto-Hu [33] (OH03) estimator in Sec. III. We then
derive the GMV estimator in Sec. IV and explicitly show
how it differs from the HO02 estimator. We describe the
suboptimal lensing estimator of Ref. [10] in Sec. V. Finally,

we compare estimators in Sec. VI for different instrumental
setups and conclude in Sec. VII.

II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS

We denote by capital letters X; Y ¼ T, E, B the observed
(lensed and noisy) CMB temperature and polarization
fields and by ϕ the projected lensing potential.
Throughout, we work in the flat-sky approximation; we
denote two-dimensional Fourier wave numbers by l for
CMB fields and L for the lensing potential.
The power spectra of the observed temperature and

polarization fields are defined as

hXðlÞYðl0Þi ¼ ð2πÞ2δðl þ l0ÞCXY
l ; ð1Þ

where CXY
l is the total cross-power spectrum of the lensed

fields, including detector noise added in quadrature (for
X ¼ Y). It can also include contributions from other sources
of variance, such as residual foreground contamination. In
this expression, the angular brackets denote taking ensemble
averages over the primordial CMB, detector noise, along
with the underlying large scale structure.
Gravitational lensing affects the auto- and cross-power

spectra of CMB fields and, moreover, produces correlations
between nonopposite l modes, proportional to the projected
lensing potential. The response of the nonopposite corre-
lations to lensing can be quantified by nonperturbative
response functions fXY defined by�

δ

δϕðLÞ ðXðlÞYðl
0ÞÞ
�

¼ δðl þ l0 − LÞfXYðl; l0Þ: ð2Þ

The coupling coefficients fXY appearing in Eq. (2) are
given explicitly in Table I. They depend on the lensed
gradient spectra C̃X∇Y

l defined in Refs. [31,32], which
generalize the unlensed spectra used in the original work of
HO02 so that the response function for each lensing mode
includes the important higher-order effect of other lensing
modes. The BB term has a negligible contribution to the
signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed ϕ field, and thus,
we neglect it in our analysis. Note that different

TABLE I. CMB lensing correlation coefficients. φl1l2 is the
angle between l1 and l2. The quantity C̃

X∇Y is the lensed gradient
spectrum, defined in Refs. [31,32]. Note that we do not include
curl-like terms C̃TP⊥

l ; C̃PP⊥
l , which are always subdominant [32].

α fαðl1; l2Þ
TT C̃T∇T

l1
ðL · l1Þ þ C̃T∇T

l2
ðL · l2Þ

TE C̃T∇E
l1

cos 2φl1l2ðL · l1Þ þ C̃T∇E
l2

ðL · l2Þ
EE ½C̃E∇E

l1
ðL · l1Þ þ C̃E∇E

l2
ðL · l2Þ� cos 2φl1l2

TB C̃T∇E
l1

sin 2φl1l2ðL · l1Þ
EB ½C̃E∇E

l1
ðL · l1Þ þ C̃B∇B

l2
ðL · l2Þ� sin 2φl1l2
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foregrounds can also contribute to off-diagonal correlations
e.g., [34,35], but we do not include them in this work.
In the remainder of this work, we will describe different

estimators ϕ̂α for the lensing potential. All these estimators
are required to be unbiased, i.e., such that hϕ̂αi ¼ ϕ. They
are, however noisy, and we define their variance (or
reconstruction noise) NαðLÞ through
hðϕ̂α−ϕÞðLÞðϕ̂α−ϕÞðL0Þi¼ð2πÞ2δDðLþL0ÞNαðLÞ: ð3Þ
Here, for optimizing the signal to noise, we only consider
the primary Gaussian disconnected contractions of the

lensed fields, Nð0Þ
α ðLÞ; in Appendix A, we give an explicit

form for the Nð1Þ
α ðLÞ contractions [36] that should also be

included in any full data likelihood analysis. The super-
script values 0 and 1 represent the order to which the
variance NαðLÞ explicitly depends on Cϕϕ

L .
We will often deal with convolutions in Fourier space,

and, for brevity, introduce the compact notation,Z
l1þl2¼L

…≡
ZZ

d2l1d2l2
ð2πÞ2 δDðl1 þ l2 − LÞ… ð4Þ

We define the Fourier transform of a configuration-space
function Aðn̂Þ as

F ½Aðn̂Þ�ðlÞ≡
Z

d2n̂Aðn̂Þe−il·n̂; ð5Þ

and the inverse-Fourier transform of a harmonic-space
function BðlÞ as

F−1½BðlÞ�ðn̂Þ≡
Z

d2l
ð2πÞ2 BðlÞe

il·n̂: ð6Þ

III. HU AND OKAMOTO ESTIMATORS

We now briefly rederive the HO02 and OH03 quadratic
estimators for the lensing potential, setting the stage for our
subsequent derivation of the global-minimum-variance
estimator.
The approach of HO02 consists of constructing the

single-pair estimators ϕ̂αðLÞ separately for each pair α ¼
TT; TE; EE; TB; EB and then combining them together to
form their minimum variance estimator.
OH03, moreover, derive efficient full-sky single-pair

estimators in configuration space. They are identical to the
HO02 estimators, except for the TE estimator, which is
slightly suboptimal. We give explicit expressions for these
estimators in the flat-sky limit in Sec. III B. Here, again, the
final OH03 estimator is obtained by combining these
single-pair estimators. Note that HO02 and OH03 used
unlensed spectra in the response functions rather than the
lensed gradient spectra. We still refer to the estimators
constructed with the lensed gradient spectra as the HO02
and OH03 estimators, given that the procedure is identical.

A. Single-pair minimum-variance quadratic
estimators in harmonic space

We start by constructing quadratic estimators out of a
single pair XY, of the form,

ϕ̂XYðLÞ≡
Z

l1þl2¼L

Xðl1ÞYðl2ÞFXYðl1; l2Þ: ð7Þ

For the estimator to be unbiased, the weights FXY must
satisfy the constraint,Z

l1þl2¼L

fXYðl1; l2ÞFXYðl1; l2Þ ¼ 1: ð8Þ

The noise of this estimator [defined as in Eq. (3)] is

NXYðLÞ ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

FXYðl1; l2ÞðFXYðl1; l2ÞCXX
l1

CYY
l2

þ FXYðl2; l1ÞCXY
l1
CXY
l2
Þ: ð9Þ

1. All pairs except TE

For all pairs except TE, either X ¼ Y or CXY
l ¼ 0. As a

consequence, the variance of the estimator takes the form,

NXYðLÞ ¼ ð1þ δXYÞ
Z

l1þl2¼L

CXX
l1

CYY
l2
½FXYðl1; l2Þ�2: ð10Þ

Minimizing this variance under the constraint (8) results in
the following coefficients:

FXYðl1; l2Þ ¼ λXYðLÞ
fXYðl1; l2Þ

ð1þ δXYÞCXX
l1

CYY
l2

; ð11Þ

λXYðLÞ≡
�Z

l1þl2¼L

½fXYðl1; l2Þ�2
ð1þ δXYÞCXX

l1
CYY
l2

�−1
: ð12Þ

Inserting back into Eq. (10), we find the corresponding
minimum variance NXYðLÞ ¼ λXYðLÞ.

2. Special case of XY =TE

We may decompose FTE into a symmetric and anti-
symmetric piece,

FTEðl1; l2Þ ¼ Fþ
TEðl1; l2Þ þ F−

TEðl1; l2Þ; ð13Þ

F�
TEðl1; l2Þ≡ 1

2
ðFTEðl1; l2Þ � FTEðl2; l1ÞÞ: ð14Þ

For each pair ðl1; l2Þ, we further define the two-dimensional
vector,

Fðl1; l2Þ≡ ðFþ
TEðl1; l2Þ; F−

TEðl1; l2ÞÞ: ð15Þ
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After some algebra, and only keeping even functions of
ðl1; l2Þ in the integral, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

NTEðLÞ ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

Fðl1; l2Þ ·Mðl1; l2Þ · Fðl1; l2Þ; ð16Þ

where, for each pair ðl1; l2Þ, the 2 × 2 matrix Mðl1; l2Þ is
given by

Mðl1; l2Þ ¼
 
CTT
ðl1 C

EE
l2Þ þ CTE

l1
CTE
l2

CTT
½l1 C

EE
l2�

CTT
½l1 C

EE
l2� CTT

ðl1C
EE
l2Þ − CTE

l1
CTE
l2

!
;

ð17Þ
where Aðl1l2Þ ≡ ðAl1l2 þ Al2l1Þ=2 and A½l1l2� ≡ ðAl1l2 −
Al2l1Þ=2 are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of Al1l2 .
Similarly, we may define the symmetric and antisym-

metric parts of the correlation coefficients f�TEðl1; l2Þ and
the two-dimensional vector f ¼ ðfþTE; f−TEÞ for each pair
ðl1; l2Þ and rewrite the constraint (8) as

Z
l1þl2¼L

Fðl1; l2Þ · f ðl1; l2Þ ¼ 1: ð18Þ

Minimizing the variance (16) under this constraint leads to
the solution,

Fðl1; l2Þ ¼ λðLÞM−1ðl1; l2Þ · f ðl1; l2Þ; ð19Þ

where the Lagrange multiplier λ is obtained from the
constraint (18),

λðLÞ ¼
�Z

l1þl2¼L

f ðl1; l2Þ ·M−1ðl1; l2Þ · f ðl1; l2Þ
�

−1
: ð20Þ

The 2 × 2 matrix Mðl1; l2Þ is easily invertible, and after
reexpressing Eq. (19) in terms of the original FXYðl1; l2Þ
and fTEðl1; l2Þ, one recovers the HO02 optimal weights for
TE, namely, with our notation,

FTEðl1; l2Þ ¼ λTEðLÞ
CEE
l1
CTT
l2
fTEðl1; l2Þ − CTE

l1
CTE
l2
fTEðl2; l1Þ

CTT
l1
CEE
l2
CEE
l1
CTT
l2

− ðCTE
l1
CTE
l2
Þ2 ; ð21Þ

λTEðLÞ≡
�Z

l1þl2¼L

fTEðl1; l2Þ
CEE
l1
CTT
l2
fTEðl1; l2Þ − CTE

l1
CTE
l2
fTEðl2; l1Þ

CTT
l1
CEE
l2
CEE
l1
CTT
l2

− ðCTE
l1
CTE
l2
Þ2

�
−1
: ð22Þ

Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (16), we see that the noise of the minimum-variance estimator is just NTEðLÞ ¼ λTEðLÞ.

B. Single-pair efficient configuration-space estimators

1. All pairs except TE

The response coefficients fXYðl1; l2Þ can all be written as
linear combinations of products of functions of l1 with
functions of l2, with coefficients depending on L. From
Eq. (11), we see that this property transfers to the optimal
weights FXY for all pairs except TE. As a consequence, all
single-pair estimators except TE can be written as sums of
convolutions of functions of l1 with functions of l2. This
implies that they can be written as a sum of products of
functions of configuration space—they are “separable” in
configuration space. This allows one to use fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) (or fast harmonic transforms for full-sky
expressions [33]) to compute them efficiently.
Similar to OH03, we define the following bilinear

operator of harmonic-space functions:

P½Aðl1Þ; Bðl2Þ�ðn̂Þ≡∇F−1½Aðl1Þ�ðn̂Þ × F−1½Bðl2Þ�ðn̂Þ:
ð23Þ

The single-pair estimators can all be written in the form,

ϕ̂XYðn̂Þ ¼ −∇ · F−1½λXYðLÞF ½ψXYðn̂Þ��; ð24Þ

with

ψTT ¼ P

�
C̃T∇T
l1

CTT
l1

Tðl1Þ;
Tðl2Þ
CTT
l2

�
; ð25Þ

ψEE ¼ 1

2

X
ϵ¼�1

P

�
e2iϵφl1

C̃E∇E
l1

CEE
l1

Eðl1Þ; e−2iϵφl2
Eðl2Þ
CEE
l2

�
; ð26Þ

ψTB ¼ 1

2i

X
ϵ¼�1

ϵP

�
e2iϵφl1

C̃T∇E
l1

CTT
l1

Tðl1Þ; e−2iϵφl2
Bðl2Þ
CBB
l2

�
; ð27Þ

ψEB ¼ 1

2i

X
ϵ¼�1

ϵP

�
e2iϵφl1

C̃E∇E
l1

CEE
l1

Eðl1Þ; e−2iϵφl2
Bðl2Þ
CBB
l2

�
: ð28Þ

These expressions are the flat-sky limit of the OH03 full-
sky expressions.
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2. Case of XY =TE

The separability property is not satisfied by the TE
estimator due to the nonfactorizable term in the denomi-
nator of FTE in Eq. (21). Instead of the optimal FTE, one
can use a slightly suboptimal coefficient, obtained by
setting CTE

l ¼ 0 in Eq. (21), namely

Feff
TEðl1; l2Þ ¼ λeffTEðLÞ

fTEðl1; l2Þ
CTT
l1
CEE
l2

; ð29Þ

λeffTEðLÞ≡
�Z

l1þl2¼L

½fTEðl1; l2Þ�2
CTT
l1
CEE
l2

�
−1
: ð30Þ

The resulting suboptimal estimator ϕ̂ eff
TE also takes the form

Eq. (24), with

ψeff
TE ¼ 1

2

X
ϵ¼�1

P

�
e2iϵφl1

C̃T∇E
l1

CTT
l1

Tðl1Þ; e−2iϵφl2
Eðl2Þ
CEE
l2

�

þP

�
C̃T∇E
l2

CEE
l2

Eðl2Þ;
Tðl1Þ
CTT
l1

�
: ð31Þ

C. Optimal combination of single-pair estimators

Given the five single-pair estimators ϕ̂αðLÞ constructed
for each α ∈ fTT; TE; EE; TB; EBg, HO02 combine them
to form the estimator,

ϕ̂HO02ðLÞ ¼
X
α

wαðLÞϕ̂αðLÞ; ð32Þ

where the optimal weights wαðLÞ are obtained by mini-
mizing the variance of the linear combination with the
constraint that they sum up to unity i.e.,

P
α wα ¼ 1.

Subject to this constraint, one gets

wα ¼
P

βðN−1ÞαβP
βγðN−1Þβγ

; ð33Þ

where, for each L, NαβðLÞ is the covariance matrix of the
separate estimators ϕ̂α, whose elements are obtained by the
generalization of Eq. (3) to the cross-correlation of two
estimators. The overall noise of this estimator is then
NHO ≡ ðPαβðN−1ÞαβÞ−1.
The final HO02 estimator thus takes the form,

ϕ̂HO02ðLÞ ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

X
XY

FHO02
XY ðl1; l2ÞXðl1ÞYðl2Þ; ð34Þ

where the sum runs over the five unique pairs
XY ¼ TT; TE; EE; TB; EB, and the weights are propor-
tional to the single-pair optimal weights, each with a
different proportionality coefficient,

FHO02
XY ðl1; l2Þ ¼ wXYðLÞFXYðl1; l2Þ: ð35Þ

The same procedure can be carried with the single-pair
separable estimators of OH03. These estimators are all
identical to the minimum-variance estimators of HO02,
except for ϕ̂ eff

TE, which is slightly suboptimal relative to
ϕ̂TE. Upon combining all five estimators, the OH03
estimator also takes the form of Eq. (34), with weights,

FOH03
XY ðl1; l2Þ ¼ weff

XYðLÞλeffXYðLÞ
fXYðl1; l2Þ

ð1þ δXYÞCXX
l1

CYY
l2

: ð36Þ

IV. GLOBAL MINIMUM-VARIANCE QUADRATIC
ESTIMATOR

It is easy to see that the final HO02 estimator is a linear
combination of terms quadratic in T, E, B. Rather than
splitting the optimization process in two steps, we instead
directly seek the global minimum variance quadratic
estimator in one single step. By doing so, we can account
for the correlations between different XY pairs for each
ðl1; l2Þ rather than only after integrating over ðl1; l2Þ, as
done in the HO02 estimator. The estimator built this way is
therefore necessarily less noisy than the HO02 estimator, as
we will show explicitly.

A. Harmonic-space expression

We start by deriving the global-minimum-variance
(GMV) estimator in harmonic space, following the steps
of Appendix A of Hirata & Seljak [25].
For each Fourier mode l, we define the three-dimen-

sional vector XðlÞ ¼ ½TðlÞ; EðlÞ; BðlÞ�. We seek an estima-
tor of the form,

ϕ̂ðLÞ ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

Xiðl1ÞΞijðl1; l2ÞXjðl2Þ; ð37Þ

where we use the Einstein summation convention. Without
loss of generality, we may assume Ξjiðl2; l1Þ ¼ Ξijðl1; l2Þ,
as only the part of the integrand symmetric under exchange
of ðl1; l2Þ contributes to the integral.
For l1 þ l2 ≠ 0, we define fijðl1; l2Þ through

�
δ

δϕðLÞ ðX
iðl1ÞXjðl2ÞÞ

�
¼ δðl1 þ l2 − LÞfijðl1; l2Þ: ð38Þ

In other words, if i ¼ 1, 2, 3 corresponds to Xi ¼ T, E, B,
we have f11ðl1; l2Þ¼ fTTðl1; l2Þ;f12ðl1; l2Þ¼ fTEðl1; l2Þ¼
f21ðl2; l1Þ, etc. Here again, we have fjiðl2; l1Þ ¼ fijðl1; l2Þ.
Requiring the estimator to be unbiased thus leads the

constraint equation,
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Z
l1þl2¼L

Ξijðl1; l2Þfijðl1; l2Þ ¼ 1: ð39Þ

Using the symmetry properties of Ξ, the variance of this
estimator is then

NðLÞ ¼ 2

Z
l1þl2¼L

Ξijðl1; l2ÞΞpqðl1; l2ÞCip
l1
Cjq
l2
: ð40Þ

Minimizing this variance under the constraint (39) leads to

Cip
l1
Ξpqðl1; l2ÞCjq

l2
¼ λðLÞ

2
fijðl1; l2Þ; ð41Þ

where λðLÞ is a Lagrange multiplier. This equation is more
easily solved in matrix form. For each l, we define the 3 × 3

symmetric matrix ½Cl� with elements Cij
l ; similarly, for each

pair ðl1; l2Þ, we define the 3 × 3 matrices ½Ξðl1; l2Þ� and
½f ðl1; l2Þ�. Equation (41) then has the solution,

½Ξðl1; l2Þ� ¼
λðLÞ
2

½Cl1 �−1½f ðl1; l2Þ�½Cl2 �−1: ð42Þ

Inserting back into the constraint equation, we obtain

λðLÞ−1 ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

1

2
Trð½Cl1 �−1½f ðl1; l2Þ�½Cl2 �−1½f ðl2; l1Þ�Þ: ð43Þ

The noise of the minimum-variance estimator is then
simply NðLÞ ¼ NGMVðLÞ ¼ λðLÞ.
Putting everything together, the GMVestimator takes the

final form,

ϕ̂GMVðLÞ ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

X
XY

FGMV
XY ðl1; l2ÞXðl1ÞYðl2Þ; ð44Þ

where the sum runs over the five unique pairs
XY ¼ TT; TE; EE; TB; EB. Explicitly, the weights are

FGMV
TT ðl1; l2Þ ¼

NGMVðLÞ
2Dl1Dl2

× ½CEE
l1
CEE
l2
fTTðl1; l2Þ þ CTE

l1
CTE
l2
fEEðl1; l2Þ

− CEE
l1
CTE
l2
fTEðl1; l2Þ − CEE

l2
CTE
l1
fTEðl2; l1Þ�;

ð45Þ

FGMV
EE ðl1; l2Þ ¼

NGMVðLÞ
2Dl1Dl2

× ½CTE
l1
CTE
l2
fTTðl1; l2Þ þ CTT

l1
CTT
l2
fEEðl1; l2Þ

− CTE
l1
CTT
l2
fTEðl1; l2Þ − CTE

l2
CTT
l1
fTEðl2; l1Þ�;

ð46Þ

FGMV
TE ðl1; l2Þ ¼

NGMVðLÞ
Dl1Dl2

× ½−CTE
l1
CEE
l2
fTTðl1; l2Þ−CTE

l1
CTT
l2
fEEðl1; l2Þ

þCEE
l1
CTT
l2
fTEðl1; l2Þ þCTE

l1
CTE
l2
fTEðl2; l1Þ�;

ð47Þ

FGMV
TB ðl1; l2Þ ¼

NGMVðLÞ
Dl1C

BB
l2

× ½CEE
l1
fTBðl1; l2Þ − CTE

l1
fEBðl1; l2Þ�; ð48Þ

FGMV
EB ðl1; l2Þ¼

NGMVðLÞ
Dl1C

BB
l2

× ½−CTE
l1
fTBðl1; l2ÞþCTT

l1
fEBðl1; l2Þ�; ð49Þ

where Dl ≡ CTT
l CEE

l − ½CTE
l �2.

These explicit expressions should make it very clear that
the GMV estimator is different from the HO02 estimator.
Put differently, the first step of the likelihood-based
iterative technique of Ref. [25] is not equivalent to the
HO02 estimator. Indeed, in the HO02 estimator, the weight
FXY of each pair XY is proportional to fXY only (times a
function of L), even after combining all single-pair estima-
tors; in contrast, for the GMVestimator, the weight of each
pair is a linear combination of the response coefficients
from all pairs. The weights in the GMVestimator would not
separately minimize the variance of an individual XY pair,
but they provide a global optimum when combining all the
pairs together.
These expressions also show that the weights are all

sums of products of function of l1 with functions of l2,
including FGMV

TE . In other words, the GMV estimator is
separable without requiring any additional approximation,
making it well adapted for efficient computations, as we
now discuss.
As a side note, let us point out that the GMV estimator

(just like the HO02 an OH03 estimators) can be split into
two pieces, built from fTT; TE; EEg and fTB;EBg,
respectively, which are uncorrelated as CTB

l ¼ CEB
l ¼ 0.

Our publicly available Python code GlobalLensQuest
first computes these two separate uncorrelated estimators,
ϕ̂a ≡ ϕ̂fTT;TE;EEg and ϕ̂b ≡ ϕ̂fTB;EBg, and then combines
them with inverse variance weighting to obtain the GMV
estimator.

B. Compact configuration-space expression

We may write the GMV estimator in an even more
compact form by defining the inverse-covariance-weighted
fields,

X̄ðlÞ≡ ½Cl�−1XðlÞ; ð50Þ
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and write

T̄ðl1Þ≡ X̄1ðl1Þ ¼ ½CEE
l1
Tðl1Þ − CTE

l1
Eðl1Þ�=Dl1 ; ð51Þ

and similarly Ēðl1Þ ¼ X̄2; B̄ðl1Þ ¼ X̄3. We then have

ϕ̂GMVðLÞ ¼
λðLÞ
2

Z
l1þl2¼L

X̄iðlÞfijðl1; l2ÞX̄jðl2Þ: ð52Þ

We moreover define the Wiener-filtered fields,

Xi
WFðlÞ≡ C̃ij

l X̄
j; ð53Þ

where C̃11
l ≡ C̃T∇T

l ; C̃12
l ¼ C̃21

l ≡ C̃T∇E
l , etc., and write

TWFðlÞ≡ X1
WFðlÞ≡ C̃T∇T

l T̄ðlÞ þ C̃T∇E
l ĒðlÞ; ð54Þ

and similarly for EWFðlÞ≡ X2
WFðlÞ.

In terms of these fields, the GMV estimator takes the
particularly simple form,

ϕ̂GMVðLÞ¼
λðLÞ
2

Z
l1þl2¼L

ðL · l1Þ
�
2TWFðl1ÞT̄ðl2Þ

þ
X
ϵ¼�1

EWFðl1Þe−2iϵφl1 ðĒðl2Þþ iϵB̄ðl2ÞÞe2iϵφl2

�
:

ð55Þ

This form is well adapted for efficient evaluation, as it is the
sum of convolutions of functions of l1 with functions of l2.
To see this, let us define

�2EWFðlÞ≡ EWFðlÞe�2iφl ; ð56Þ

�2P̄ðlÞ≡ 1

2
ðĒðlÞ � iB̄ðlÞÞe�2iφl : ð57Þ

We may then express the GMV estimator in terms of the
configuration-space versions of these fields (i.e., their
inverse-Fourier transforms),

ϕ̂GMVðn̂Þ ¼ −∇ · F−1½λðLÞF ½ψGMVðn̂Þ��; ð58Þ

where

ψGMVðn̂Þ ¼ ∇TWFðn̂ÞT̄ðn̂Þ þ
X
s¼�2

∇½−sEWFðn̂Þ�sP̄ðn̂Þ:

ð59Þ

This expression is the flat-sky equivalent of Eq. (3) in
Ref. [10], derived in Ref. [37]. A similar expression is
derived in Ref. [38], in terms of ðT;Q;UÞ rather than
ðT; E; BÞ; nevertheless, it is also incorrectly stated in that

paper that this estimator is identical to an estimator built out
of single-pair estimators, i.e., the HO02 estimator.

V. SUBOPTIMALQUADRATIC ESTIMATOR (SQE)
USED IN RECENT DATA ANALYSES

While the full expression for the configuration-space
GMV estimator was already known (although it was not
known that it differs from the HO02 estimator) [10,37], in
practice, only an approximate version was used for data
analyses thus far. Instead of using the full covariance matrix
½Cl� in Eq. (50), the Planck Collaboration [9,10] and SPT
Collaboration [13] approximate it as diagonal by setting
CTE
l ¼ 0—note that [10] still uses the exact response

coefficients fXYðl1; l2Þ. This simplification allows one to
deal with a cut-sky setup with a lower computational cost; it
moreover preserves the configuration space separability.
We denote this suboptimal quadratic estimator SQE.
Explicitly, the weights of this estimator are

FSQE
XY ðl1; l2Þ ¼ λSQEðLÞ

fXYðl1; l2Þ
ð1þ δXYÞCXX

l1
CYY
l2

; ð60Þ

λSQEðLÞ≡
�Z

l1þl2¼L

X
XY

fXYðl1; l2Þ2
ð1þ δXYÞCXX

l1
CYY
l2

�
−1
; ð61Þ

where, again, the sum runs of the five distinct pairs XY.
By definition, this estimator is suboptimal relative to the

GMV estimator. Furthermore, it should be clear from
Eq. (36) that it is also noisier than the OH03 estimator
(and, as we will see, also noisier than the HO02 estimator).
Indeed, the OH03 estimator accounts for the covariances
between different single-pair estimators, which depend on
CTE
l ; as a consequence, the L-dependent proportionality

constant in Eq. (36) is different for each pair. In contrast,
the SQE amounts to neglecting correlations between single-
pair estimators and simply using their inverse-variance
combination, leading to the same coefficient λSQEðLÞ for all
weights in Eq. (60). Given that the SQE estimator is
effectively a linear combination of single-pair estimators
and that the OH03 weights represent the optimal linear
combination of single-pair estimators, we conclude that the
SQE estimator must be suboptimal to the OH03 estimator.
To compute the noise of this estimator, we must account

for CTE
l ≠ 0. We find

NSQEðLÞ¼λ2SQEðLÞ
Z

l1þl2¼L

X
XY

fXYðl1;l2Þ
ð1þδXYÞCXX

l1
CYY
l2

×
X
UV

�
fUVðl1;l2ÞCXU

l1
CYV
l2

ð1þδUVÞCUU
l1

CVV
l2

þfUVðl2;l1ÞCXV
l1

CYU
l2

ð1þδUVÞCUU
l2

CVV
l1

�
:

ð62Þ

The SQE estimator enables faster evaluation with a cut sky,
at the cost of only ∼3% increase in the reconstruction noise
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for Planck [10], as we confirm in Fig. 2. However, we will
see that for more sensitive experimental setups, the
reconstruction noise penalty can be more than 10%, and
thus, a full joint filtering analysis of the temperature and
polarization maps would be beneficial in future.

VI. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF
DIFFERENT QUADRATIC ESTIMATORS

A. Experimental setups

In order to evaluate the variance of different quadratic
estimators, we use three different setups that correspond to
the Planck, SO-like, and CMBS4-like experiments. In
Table II, we provide the adopted specifications for these
setups. The Gaussian random noise of the detector is
calculated as

CT;E=B
l jnoise ¼ ðΔT;PÞ2elðlþ1Þσ2=8 ln 2; ð63Þ

where ΔT;P denote the white noise of the detector in μK-
radian, and σ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the beam in arcmin.
It has been shown that extra-galactic foregrounds can

bias the CMB lensing reconstruction from temperature
maps, and different strategies have been proposed to
mitigate this issue e.g., [34,35,39–41]. We neglect the
foregrounds in this study and simply choose lmax ¼ 3000
in both temperature and polarization. Although it is
possible to go for a much higher lmax in polarization than
in temperature due to lack of strongly polarized fore-
grounds, for simplicity, we take lT

max ¼ lP
max. We have

checked our results with different lmax ranges and found no
drastic difference in our results.

B. Comparison of reconstruction noises

We start by comparing the OH03 and HO02 quadratic
estimators in Figure 1. We find that the HO02 estimator is
systematically less noisy than the OH03 estimator for large
angular scales (by less than 0.5%). Interestingly, the OH03
estimator becomes slightly less noisy than the HO02
estimator for L larger than several hundreds. We have
checked that our numerical integrals are converged to better
than 0.01% relative accuracy up to L ≈ 2000 and to better
than 0.03% for L≲ 3000, which we also show in Fig. 4.
This gives us confidence that the ∼0.08% improvement of
the OH03 estimator over HO02 seen for a CMBS4-like
experiment is real and not a numerical artifact.

The lower noise of OH03 at small angular scales may
appear surprising at first, given that this estimator uses a TE
estimator suboptimal to that of HO02. However, the
suboptimal TE estimator does not guarantee that the overall
OH03 estimator (obtained by optimally combining the five
single-pair estimators) is noisier than the overall HO02
estimator; indeed, if the OH03 TE estimator happens to be
more correlated with the TT and EE estimators than the
HO02 TE estimator, which is the case here, the overall
combination of OH03 estimators can be less noisy than that
of HO02.
In Fig. 2, we show the ratios of the reconstruction noise

of the GMV and HO02 estimators to that of the SQE
estimator for different experimental setups. As expected,
we find that the variance of the GMV quadratic estimator is
lower than that of the HO02 and SQE estimators. Also, the
variance of HO02 estimator is smaller than the SQE
estimator. For a Planck-like experimental setup, on large
angular scales (L≲ 500), the difference between the SQE
and GMV estimators is of the order of 3% and can reach
∼6% around L ∼ 2000. However, for more sensitive

TABLE II. Experimental specifications used in this work.

Experiment lmax ΔT μK-arcmin ΔP μK-arcmin σ arcmin

Planck 3000 35.0 60.0 5.0
SO 3000 8.0 8.0

ffiffiffi
2

p
1.4

CMBS4 3000 1.0 1.0
ffiffiffi
2

p
1.0

FIG. 1. Fractional difference between the variance of the OH03
and HO02 estimators. Different colors correspond to the different
experimental setups described in Sec. VI A.

FIG. 2. Ratio of the minimum variance reconstruction noise of
the GMVand SQE estimators and HO02 and SQE estimators for
different experimental setups.
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experiments, this difference reaches ∼11% and ∼12% at
L≲ 100 and L ∼ 2000 for SO- or CMBS4-like experi-
ments, respectively. This result may motivate using the full
covariance matrix ½Cl� in Eq. (50) instead of assuming
CTE
l ¼ 0, in order to obtain more precise results in future

data analyses.
From Fig. 2, we can also see that for a Planck-like

experimental setup, at small angular scales (L≳ 1000), the
GMV and HO02 estimators perform almost equally well,
while for SO- and CMBS4-like experiments, GMV out-
performs HO02 everywhere. On large angular scales, the
difference between the GMV and HO02 is much more
significant for all the experiments considered here. For
Planck, polarization noise is significant, so the difference in
lensing estimators is quite small on all scales. However,
although CMBS4-like experiments are EB-dominated for
the purpose of lensing reconstruction, the improvement of
the GMVover HO02 is driven by a significant difference in
the TT-TE-EE part of the minimum-variance estimator
(rather than improved filtering of E improving EB; see
Appendix C). The effect on the combined MV estimator is
largest at L≲ 200 where the MV estimator has the largest
contribution from TT-TE-EE.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Quadratic estimators (QEs) are widely used to recon-
struct the CMB lensing potential from CMB temperature
and polarization maps. In fact, up until the very recent
POLARBEAR [17] and SPTPol [14] results, all maps of
the CMB lensing potential have been constructed using
QEs. In this work, we present a clear comparison between
different QEs, both in terms of explicit equations and,
quantitatively, by comparing their reconstruction noise.
Importantly, we show that the Hu-Okamoto [30] (HO02)
optimization method, consisting of first constructing opti-
mal single-pair quadratic estimators and then their optimal
linear combination, does not lead to the absolute minimum-
variance QE. Instead, we derive the global-minimum-
variance (GMV) QE, which minimizes the variance of
quadratic temperature and polarization combinations in one
single step.
Interestingly, the GMV estimator derived here had been

hiding in plain sight in previous works. It is equivalent to
the first step (or weak-signal limit) of likelihood-based
methods [25,28,38], which is therefore not equivalent to the
HO02 estimator, contrary to what was previously thought
(although, technically, the GMV estimator with nonpertur-
bative lensed gradient weights presented here is a modi-
fication to the first step of likelihood-based estimators so
that the result is nonperturbatively unbiased). Our work is
the first to note that the HO02 estimator is not the global-
optimum quadratic estimator, and we make this point
sharply clear through explicit expressions, as well as
numerical comparisons. Indeed, we show that the
reconstruction noise of the GMV estimator is lower than

that of the HO02 estimator by up to ∼9% for a SO-like
experiment.
We also study the suboptimal QE used in the 2018

Planck [9,10,28] and recent SPT [13] lensing analyses
(SQE), which is obtained from the GMV quadratic esti-
mator (appropriately generalized to account for beam and
pixel convolution), with the additional approximation of
neglecting CTE

l ¼ 0 in the inverse filter matrix. We show
that this approximation makes the SQE suboptimal not only
relative to the GMVestimator, but also relative to the HO02
and OH03 estimators. We evaluate the reconstruction noise
of the different estimators for ongoing and planned CMB
experimental setups and find that while the improvement in
the reconstruction noise between the SQE and HO02
estimator is of order ∼1–8%, the difference between the
SQE and GMV estimators is ∼9–12% for more sensitive
experiments, especially on large angular scales L≲ 102 and
scales around L ∼ 2000. This improvement amounts to
achieving a better sensitivity for the same experiment at no
additional cost. This should motivate overcoming the added
complexity associated with joint filtering of cut-sky tem-
perature and polarization maps, in order to be able to use
the GMV estimator in future lensing data analyses. Our
Python code GlobalLensQuest1 to compare and com-
pute the noise variances of the HO02, OH03, GMV, and
SQE estimators and Julien Carron’s codes LensIt2 and
plancklens,3 which can perform the optimal GMV
operation with anisotropic noise and cut sky, are publicly
available.
While in this work, we have chosen to present relevant

equations in the flat-sky limit for conciseness, it is
straightforward to generalize our results to the full-sky
case. The flat-sky fields XðlÞ are to be replaced by the full-
sky harmonic coefficients Xlm; the generalization of Eq. (2)
and of the coupling coefficients fXYðl; l0Þ are then provided
in Ref. [33]. While [33] provides the full-sky expressions
for the HO02 estimator, [37] provides the full-sky expres-
sions for the GMVestimator incorporating the instrumental
beam response and anisotropic noise. We expect a com-
parable improvement over the full-sky version of the HO02
estimator [33] when using the GMV estimator [37].
The approach presented here for the GMV estimator

would also apply to any other joint estimator constructed
from similar linear combinations of other estimators. For
example, the foreground-immune hybrid QE of Ref. [35]
splits the TT lensing estimator into magnification-only and
shear-only estimators and then forms a hybrid estimator
through a minimum-variance linear combination of these
two estimators. Their hybrid estimator can be further
optimized by following the logic presented here, i.e.,
searching for the global-minimum-variance shear and

1https://github.com/abhimaniyar/GlobalLensQuest
2https://github.com/carronj/LensIt
3https://github.com/carronj/plancklens
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magnification estimator, accounting for correlations for
each ðl1; l2Þ rather than after integration over l1, l2.
For SO- and CMBS4-like experiments, on large angular

scales (L < 100), the reconstruction is expected to be
signal dominated [20,22]. The power spectrum Cϕϕ

L uncer-
tainty is therefore dominated by cosmic variance, and using
the GMVestimator rather than the HO02 or SQE estimators
would not drastically affect the measurement of Cϕϕ

L on
these large angular scales. However, the reduction in the
noise of the reconstructed ϕ field on the signal-dominated
large angular scales will be beneficial for science goals,
which involve cross-correlation of the ϕ field with other
tracers of large-scale structure [5,20], utilizing the sample
variance cancellation through cross-correlations. Also,
lensing-induced B modes act as a source of noise and
limit the measurement of the primordial B modes [42],
which is a major scientific goal for CMB experiments.
These modes can be removed using map-level estimates of
both the primordial E modes and lensing potential ϕ with a
technique called delensing and depend on the estimate of
the particular realization of ϕ in the given patch of the sky
[20,22,43]. Lower noise estimates of the ϕ field will
therefore be crucial for such operations and motivate one
to use the GMV estimator instead of other QEs.
Even if future CMBS4 experiments will likely use

likelihood-based iterative methods to reconstruct the

lensing potential, QEs will remain very useful as a fore-
casting and cross-checking tool. More immediately, QEs
are still the primary lensing reconstruction tool for current
and near-future CMB experiments. The GMV estimator
will therefore be a useful tool to harvest even more
information out of the CMB data.
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APPENDIX A: EXPLICIT FORM
FOR THE GMV Nð1ÞðLÞ

As pointed out in Sec. II, in the main text, we only
optimize relative to the reconstruction noise Nð0ÞðLÞ. Here,
we give an explicit expression for the additional Nð1ÞðLÞ
bias [36] for the GMV estimator, for which an explicit
expression has not been provided in the literature.
The covariance of the GMVestimator given by Eq. (37)

becomes

hϕ̂ðLÞϕ̂ðL0Þi ¼
Z

l1þl2¼L

Z
l0
1
þl0

2
¼L0

hXiðl1ÞXjðl2ÞXpðl01ÞXqðl02ÞiΞijðl1; l2ÞΞpqðl01; l02Þ: ðA1Þ

Evaluating the expectation value in the brackets,

hXiðl1ÞXjðl2ÞXpðl01ÞXqðl02Þi ¼ ð2πÞ4½Cij
l1
Cpq
l0
1
δDðLÞδDðL0Þ þ Cip

l1
Cjq
l0
1
δDðl1 þ l01ÞδDðl2 þ l02Þ

þ Ciq
l1
Cjp
l0
1
δDðl1 þ l02ÞδDðl2 þ l01Þ� þ ð2πÞ2Tijpqðl1; l2; l01; l02ÞδDðLþ L0Þ; ðA2Þ

where the first term in the square brackets disappears because L ≠ 0 and the rest of the terms in the square bracket represent
Nð0ÞðLÞ and Tijpqðl1; l2; l01; l02Þ, the trispectrum containing terms that contribute to the lensing power spectrum signal and the
signal-dependent Nð1ÞðLÞ bias. Following [36], the trispectrum term can be written in terms of fijðl1; l2Þ to first order in

explicit Cϕϕ
L as

Tijpqðl1; l2; l01; l02Þ ¼ Cϕϕ
jl1þl2jfijðl1; l2Þfpqðl01; l02Þ þ Cϕϕ

jl1þl0
1
jfipðl1; l01Þfjqðl2; l02Þ þ Cϕϕ

jl1þl0
2
jfiqðl1; l02Þfjpðl2; l01Þ: ðA3Þ

Substituting Eqs. (A2) and (A3) in Eq. (A1), we have

hϕ̂ðLÞϕ̂ðL0Þi ¼ ð2πÞ2δDðLþ L0Þ½Cϕϕ
L þ Nð0ÞðLÞ þ Nð1ÞðLÞ�; ðA4Þ

where

Nð1ÞðLÞ≡
Z

l1þl2¼L

Z
l0
1
þl0

2
¼L0

Ξijðl1; l2ÞΞpqðl01; l02Þ × ½Cϕϕ
jl1þl0

1
jfipðl1; l01Þfjqðl2; l02Þ þ Cϕϕ

jl1þl0
2
jfiqðl1; l02Þfjpðl2; l01Þ�; ðA5Þ

The optimal weight matrix Ξijðl1; l2Þ was determined in order to minimize the variance while only considering Nð0ÞðLÞ.
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In the left panel of Fig. 3, we show the comparison
between the Nð0ÞðLÞ and Nð1ÞðLÞ curves for the GMV
estimator for our given experimental configurations. We
find that for Planck-like experiments,Nð1ÞðLÞ is a couple of
orders of magnitude smaller than Nð0ÞðLÞ, while for more
sensitive (less noisy) SO- and CMBS4-like experiments,
Nð1ÞðLÞ is a factor of a few to an order of magnitude smaller
than Nð0ÞðLÞ. On small scales, it can, however, become
comparable to the signal spectrum and is important to
model in any likelihood analysis. It would be straightfor-
ward to apply the perturbative likelihood approximation of
[9,10] [which accounts consistently for the signal depend-
ence of Nð1ÞðLÞ] to the GMVestimator. In the right panel of
Fig. 3, we show the ratio of the Nð1ÞðLÞ for SQE and GMV
estimators for different experiments considered here. For

SO- and CMBS4-like experiments, Nð1ÞðLÞ bias for the
GMV estimator is smaller than for the SQE estimator for
L≲ 1800. For Planck-like experiments, apart from the
large angular scales L≲ 200 where GMV estimator gives
smaller Nð1ÞðLÞ bias than the SQE estimator, both the
estimators have almost the same Nð1ÞðLÞ bias.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE

In Fig. 4, we show the result of the convergence test we
perform for our Python code. It shows the % change in the
noise calculation of HO02 (dashed curves) and OH03
(solid curves) estimators when we double the number of
steps in the angular part of the integration for the given lmax
and L≲ 3000. The dashed HO02 curves mostly overlap
with the solid OH03 curves and, thus, are not distinctly

FIG. 4. % change in the noise curves for HO02 and OH03 estimators when we double the number of integration steps in our
Python code.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the Nð0ÞðLÞ and Nð1ÞðLÞ curves for the GMV estimator (left) and ratio of the Nð1ÞðLÞ for SQE and GMV
estimators (right) for given experimental configurations.
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visible. This shows that our numerical integrals are con-
verged to better than 0.01% relative accuracy up to L ≈
2000 and to better than 0.03% for L≲ 3000 and, thus,
makes us confident that the improvement observed for
OH03 over HO02 for small angular scales is not a
numerical artifact.

APPENDIX C: GMV TO HO02 COMPARISON

We perform the following exercise to compare the
GMV and HO02 estimators. As mentioned at the end of
Sec. IVA, the GMV estimator can be split into two
independent estimators, ϕ̂ GMV

fTT;TE;EEg and ϕ̂ GMV
fTB;EBg. We

compare the minimum variance reconstruction noise of
these individual estimators with their HO02 counterparts

i.e., ϕ̂ HO02
fTT;TE;EEg and ϕ̂ HO02

fTB;EBg. This is shown in Fig. 5,
where we plot the ratio of the reconstruction noises for the
GMVand HO02 versions of these two estimators. As we can
see, HO02 performs almost equally well as the GMV
estimator for fTB; EBg pair. The overall improvement of
the GMV estimator over HO02 estimator is thus, mainly
driven by fTT; TE; EEg, especially for more sensitive SO-
and CMBS4-like experiments. We also show an ideal case
setup in Fig. 5, which corresponds to a noiseless experiment
with the same multipole ranges as other experiments con-
sidered. The HO02 estimator for a CMBS4-like setup
considered here performs almost as well as the GMV
estimator for fTB;EBg pair and very slightly underperforms
for the fTT; TE; EEg set when compared to the ideal
case setup.
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